Rare Events in Biology
3-4 February 2010

Recorded Talks

3 February 2010
Ned Wingreen (Princeton), Alex Kamenev (Minnesota) & Anirvan Sengupta (Rutgers)
http://echo360.princeton.edu:8080/ess/echo/presentation/de9dc506-4919-4a75-af41-2b8888767fa5

Edo Kussell (New York), Aleksandra Walczak (Princeton) & Michael Khasin (Michigan State)
http://echo360.princeton.edu:8080/ess/echo/presentation/e0326afe-5cc5-4637-94da-26057772f219

Gurol Suel (Texas, Southwestern), Victor Luria (Columbia Medical) & Greg Stephens (Princeton)
http://echo360.princeton.edu:8080/ess/echo/presentation/3d3207dc-7775-4881-8ccb-46db70305b03

Daven Presgraves (Rochester) & Doug Erwin (Smithsonian)
http://echo360.princeton.edu:8080/ess/echo/presentation/b2c8c0a4-8e51-4bf2-af14-bd712c0428f0

4 February 2010
Siobain Duffy (Rutgers) & Michael Desai (Princeton)
http://echo360.princeton.edu:8080/ess/echo/presentation/e36d35a6-6a87-498e-ae2d-e03f459b6c13

The Michael Mwangi (Rockefeller), Pankaj Mehta (Princeton) & Matthias Kaschube (Princeton)
http://echo360.princeton.edu:8080/ess/echo/presentation/70d32fa8-6fc4-467b-a2c4-ebea7588e967

Mary-Claire King (Washington, Seattle) & Carlo Maley (Wistar)
http://echo360.princeton.edu:8080/ess/echo/presentation/b8fb06c3-e96a-4bee-a96d-d9cafb829c4f